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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1 English 

Introduction 

Coastal development is increasing globally. It has many impacts which include the change in the 

form and nature of coastlines and threats to coastal and marine life. From this arises the importance 

protected areas. The Pablo Arturo Barrios Wildlife Refuge became considered a protected area by 

the National System of Protected Areas (SINAP) in 2009. It is situated along the arid South-Eastern 

coast of the Azuero Peninsula, in Pedasi, Los Santos. It was created to conserve and maintain its 

unique coastal ecosystems and wildlife. However, since the Ministry of Environment and the local 

municipality have not undertaken the necessary measures to protect the refuge, many unsustainable 

activities and development projects continue to take place. From this derives the aim of my 

research project which was is identify and evaluate development threats and their impacts in the 

Pablo Arturo Barrios Wildlife Refuge to aid in discerning their legality so actions can take place 

to minimize environmental damage and protect the refuge.  

Methods 

For this research project, I selected primarily qualitative research methods. My data was obtained 

through interviews, observation and online research conducted between January and April 2017. 

Most of my field work was done in the District of Pedasi where the refuge is situated but I also did 

a part of it in Panama City. I identified key actors to interview with the help of my supervisors. 

My interview subjects would frequently help identify other people I should go speak to and my 

sampling technique became a bit of a chain referral process. My interviews were usually semi-

structured. They consisted of asking a set of open-ended questions orally which I would prior 
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prepare for each particular interviewee. Other times, I had unplanned, casual but informative 

conservations with people I came across walking around in the Pedasi District.  As for the 

observation, I walked around the refuge, noted down the different existent and potential 

development projects I encountered and anything I saw that seemed unusual and that could be the 

potential cause or result of anthropogenic disturbance. Finally, as I did not have the means to 

collect quantifiable data of the impacts of development projects in the refuge, I did some online 

research to find different studies of the environmental impacts of coastal development throughout 

the World to get an idea of the consequences likely to occur in the Pablo Arturo Barrios Wildlife 

Refuge.  

Results 

First, I found that Panamanian law does not clearly specify what type of construction is allowed 

or not within a Wildlife Refuge. Rather, it is the approved management plan of each Wildlife 

Refuge which prescribes permissible activities and development and which delineates specifically 

vulnerable wildlife areas where development cannot occur at all. The lack of a management plan 

in the refuge and the lack of any effective environmental protection regime pending the approval 

of a plan is thus its fundamental weakness. There is however a plan to bring in local partners to 

move towards the co-management of the refuge with the Comity of Co-Management of the Azuero 

Earth Project Group and the Ministry of Environment. The proposal is actually under revision.  

Next, after observing environmental disturbances in the refuge, I determined by reading several 

online studies that these may result in major adverse ecological impacts. These included fresh 

water depletion, deterring sea turtles’ nesting behavior, affecting marine life through 

anthropogenic runoff, and losing the several ecosystem services of coastal dunes and vegetation. 

The development projects in the refuge also have socio-economic consequences which included 
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land value inflation, a limited contribution to the local economy, a dried up well at Playa Toro and 

encumbered access to the beach in front of the Andromeda resort. From these findings, I wrote out 

several recommendations.  

Conclusions 

I concluded from this study that the lack of an established management plan in the Pablo Arturo 

Barrios Wildlife Refuge is a critical legal loophole. It seems to have allowed several unsustainable 

developments and the accompanying environmental and socio-economic impacts to occur. 

Because there is no regime pending the management plan, this will likely keep going until a 

management plan is implemented and enforced. However, activities that are illegal nationally or 

internationally can be addressed through denunciations. Subsequent to analyzing the findings I 

presented to them, Centro de Incidencia Ambiental immediately drafted an action plan of things 

to do for the refuge which included making several denunciations. 

1.2 Resumen ejecutivo 

Introducción  

El desarrollo costero está aumentando al nivel mundial. Esto tiene muchos impactos que incluyen 

el cambio en la forma y naturaleza de las costas y amenazas a la vida costera y marina. De esto 

surge la importancia de áreas protegidas costeras y marinas. El Refugio de Vida Silvestre Pablo 

Arturo Barrios fue considerado un área protegida por SINAP desde 2009. 

Está situado en la costa sud-este de la Península de Azuero en Pedasi, Los Santos. Fue creado para 

la conservación y el mantenimiento de sus ecosistemas y vida silvestre. Sin embargo, ya que el 

Ministerio del Ambiente y la Municipalidad no han tomado las medidas necesarias para proteger 

el refugio, todavía hay muchas actividades y proyectos de desarrollo insostenibles que continúan.  
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De esto se deriva el objetivo de mi proyecto de investigación que es Identificar y evaluar los 

proyectos de desarrollo y sus impactos en el Refugio Pablo Arturo Barrios para ayudar a discernir 

su legalidad y para que se pueden tomar acciones para minimizar el daño ambiental y proteger el 

refugio.  

Metodología  

Para este proyecto de investigación, seleccioné principalmente métodos de investigación 

cualitativa. Obtuve mis datos a través de entrevistas, observación e investigaciones en línea entre 

enero y abril de 2017. La mayor parte de mi trabajo de campo se hizo en el Distrito de Pedasí, 

donde el refugio está situado. También, realicé una parte de trabajo en la Ciudad de Panamá. 

Identifiqué actores clave para entrevistar con la ayuda de mis supervisores. Con frecuencia, mis 

entrevistados me ayudaron a identificar otras personas con las que debería hablar, siendo así mi 

técnica de muestreo en un proceso de referencia en cadena. La mayoría de mis entrevistas fueron 

semi-estructuradas. Consistían en hacer una serie de preguntas orales abiertas preparadas 

previamente para cada entrevistado en particular. Otras veces, tuve conversaciones imprevistas 

pero muy informativas con gente que encontré caminando a través del Distrito de Pedasi. En cuanto 

a la observación, caminé alrededor del refugio, anoté los diferentes proyectos de desarrollos 

existentes y potenciales que encontré y todo lo que vi que me parecía inusual y que podría ser el 

resultado de disturbios antropogénicos. Por último, hice algunas investigaciones en línea sobre 

otros estudios realizados que muestran los impactos del desarrollo costero ya que no tenía los 

medios para tomar datos concretos y así tener una idea de las consecuencias que podrían 

presentarse en el refugio. 

Resultados  
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En primer lugar, encontré que La ley panameña no especifica claramente qué tipo de construcción 

es permitida o no dentro de un Refugio de vida silvestre. Es el Plan de manejo aprobado de cada 

refugio de vida silvestre que prescribe las actividades y desarrollos permisibles. La falta de un plan 

de manejo en el refugio y la falta de un régimen eficaz de protección del medio ambiente en espera 

de la aprobación de un plan es por tanto, su debilidad fundamental. Sin embargo, existe un plan de 

co-manejo entre el Comité de co-manejo del Proyecto Azuero Ecológico y el Ministerio del 

Ambiente actualmente en revisión. 

Luego, después de haber observado las perturbaciones ambientales en el refugio, determiné que 

estas pueden resultar en importantes impactos ecológicos adversos leyendo varios estudios en 

línea. Estos incluyen el agotamiento del agua dulce, el cambio de comportamiento en la anidación 

de las tortugas marinas, afectos a la vida marina debido a la escorrentía antropogénica y la perdida 

de diversos servicios eco-sistémicos de las dunas costeras y la vegetación. Los proyectos de 

desarrollo en el refugio también tienen consecuencias socioeconómicas que incluyen la inflación 

del valor de la tierra, una contribución limitada a la economía local, un pozo secado en Playa Toro 

y el acceso gravado a la playa al frente de Andromeda. A partir de estos hallazgos, escribí varias 

recomendaciones. 

Conclusiones 

Concluí de este estudio que la falta de un plan de manejo establecido en el Refugio de Vida 

Silvestre Pablo Arturo Barrios es un vacío legal crítico. Parece haber permitido que ocurrieran 

varios desarrollos no sostenibles y los impactos ambientales y socioeconómicos que los 

acompañan. Debido a que no hay un régimen pendiente del plan de manejo, esto probablemente 

continuará hasta que un plan de manejo sea implementado y ejecutado. Sin embargo, las 

actividades que son ilegales a nivel nacional o internacional pueden ser tratadas a través de 
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denuncias. Después de analizar los hallazgos que les presenté, el Centro de Incidencia Ambiental 

elaboró inmediatamente un plan de acción de cosas que hacer para el refugio, que incluyó varias 

denuncias.  
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3. INTRODUCTION  

Coastal development is increasing globally. It has many impacts which include the change in the 

form and nature of coastlines and threats to costal and marine life. From this arises the importance 

of marine and coastal protected areas. In Panama, nearly 40% of national territory is located in 
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protected areas (Redacción Digital La Estrella, 2012).  The majority of these zones are 

terrestrial but there are more and more coastal and marine areas which are becoming protected.  

The Pablo Arturo Barrios Wildlife Refuge is one of these. Situated along the South-Eastern coast 

of the Azuero Peninsula, it is in the dry arc of Panama, in the District of Pedasi in the province of 

Los Santos. There has been a lot of land use change and deforestation in the area. Initially, this 

was primarily for cattle ranching and agriculture. At present, some of the main threats appear to 

be from coastal development by hotels and luxury residential resorts. The population of the Pedasi 

District including foreigners and locals is 5400. However, this region is becoming more and more 

popular due to its attractive location and land value inflation. According to the mayor of Pedasi, 

construction and real estate are actually the most important industries in the district, representing 

40% of economic benefits.  

The refuge became considered a protected area by the National System of Protected Areas 

(SINAP) in 2009. It was created to conserve and maintain its unique ecosystems: wetlands, sand 

dunes, beaches and coral reefs and its wildlife including whales, sea turtles, birds, corals and 

mangroves.  

However, since the Ministry of Environment and the local municipality have not undertaken the 

necessary measures to protect the refuge, many unsustainable activities and development projects 

continue to take place. The aim of this research project is to identify and evaluate development 

threats and their impacts in the Pablo Arturo Barrios Wildlife Refuge to aid in discerning 

their legality so actions can take place to minimize environmental damage and protect the 

refuge.  
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In order to approach my aim, I have four specific research objectives. 1. Understand the regulatory 

framework that applies to the establishment and management of development in wildlife refuges 

and relevant environmental regulations. 2. Identify and map out actual and potential development 

projects in the Pablo Arturo Barrios Refuge. 3. Evaluate the potential environmental and 

socioeconomic consequences of these development projects. 4. Make recommendations on what 

actions can be taken to help protect the refuge. 

I believe this project will be valuable for the following reasons. First, it will allow me to gather 

information on the coastal development in the Refuge that is not easily available. It will help in 

disclosing whether developments and their environmental impacts are allowed and why. Most 

importantly, it will lead to actions being taken which include denunciations, disclosure of 

information and perhaps litigations which will help protect the refuge.  

4. METHODOLOGY 

4.1 Study sites  

To acquire knowledge on the importance of wetland protection and the opinions and approaches 

of the various stakeholders, I participated in the Panamanglar conference which was held in San 

Felix, Chiriqui at the beginning of February. There, I had the chance to interchange with and learn 

from members of the Ministry of Environment, of various NGOs and economists. This conference 

gave me insight on the challenges of conservation and disagreements between different parties. I 

also acquired useful background information on my study site.  

Next, I conducted several interviews with members of the Ministry of Environment and the 

Tourism Authority in Panama City to acquire general information on how protected areas work in 

Panama and what was the actual status of the Pablo Arturo Barrios Wildlife Refuge.  
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Most of my field work was conducted in the Pedasi District, in the province of Los Santos. There, 

I interviewed members of the local municipality, the regional office of MiAmbiente and the 

Ministry of Public Works (MOP), employees of hotels and residential resorts, members of local 

environmental NGOs, local residents, foreign residents and tourists (annex 1). 

4.2 Data collection protocol 

First, I identified informants based on the answers I was looking to have answered and who my 

supervisors informed me to contact to acquire said information. Depending on the interviewee 

subject and their availabilities, I would either phone or show up in person to ask for an appointment 

for an interview or just casually walk up to people and ask if they would be willing to speak with 

me and answer some questions. If the persons in question accepted to be interviewed, I proceeded 

with my questions. If they declined, I would say thank you and walk away. My interview subjects 

would frequently help identify other people I should go speak to and my sampling technique 

became a bit of a chain referral process.  

4.3 Qualitative research approach 

For this research project, I selected primarily qualitative research methods as my objective was to 

gain an understanding of the underlying reasons, opinions and motivations of development in the 

refuge. This provided me insights into the problem and allowed me to develop hypotheses as to 

why it is happening. Most of the data was obtained through interviews and observation conducted 

between January and April 2017. I also collected some data via the internet.  

Kitchin and Tate define the interview as “a complex social interaction in which you are trying to 

learn about a person’s experiences or thoughts on a specific topic” (Kitchin & Tate, 2000). It is a 

social encounter in which you have to allow the interviewee to trust you while remaining neutral 
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on the topic addressed. My interviews were usually semi-structured. They consisted of asking a 

set of open-ended questions orally which I would prior prepare for each particular interviewee. 

This allowed the interviewee to divert and bring up new ideas which was useful in understanding 

the interviewee’s thinking and perspective on the situation or decision-making.  

Other times, I had unplanned, casual but informative conservations with people I came across 

walking around in the Pedasi District.  

Because Spanish is not my first language, I found it useful to record my interviews so I could listen 

to them again later to ensure I had understood correctly. I would always ask permission from the 

interviewee before doing so.  

As for the observation, I walked around the refuge, noted down the different development projects 

I saw and their status; whether they were completed or in construction. I also noted down areas 

where there were signs of potential development. For example, if a property was for sale or there 

was deforestation going on, I considered that this was perhaps to prepare a terrain for development. 

I would also ensure to note down their approximate location on a map. In regards to the 

environmental impacts of actual development projects, I tried to be very attentive and noted down 

anything I saw that seemed unusual and that could be the potential cause or result of anthropogenic 

perturbation/disturbance (grey water coming out of pipes, the presence of water treatment plants, 

of pools which use a lot of fresh water in developments) 

Finally, as I did not have the means to collect quantifiable data of the impacts of development 

projects in the refuge, I did some online research to find different studies of the environmental 

impacts of coastal development throughout the World to get an idea of the consequences likely to 

occur in the Pablo Arturo Barrios Wildlife Refuge.  
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4.4 Ethical Considerations 

All of my research and interactions with people and their environment was carried out following 

McGill University’s research Code of Ethics (annex 1).  

4.5 Limitations of Methodology 

Throughout my research, some limitations were encountered within my methodology. First, 

because my research was primarily based on interviews and observation, it was very challenging 

to get facts on what was really going on in the Refuge and who was responsible for it. Next, I 

realize that the conclusions of environmental impact studies found in other coastal parts of the 

World may not correspond to what would happen in the Pablo Arturo Barrios Wildlife Refuge. 

Finally, as I used a primarily snowball approach to select my interviewees, it is possible that my 

sampling was not representative and that I excluded important stakeholders because they were not 

suggested to me.  

5. RESULTS 

5.1 Understand the regulatory framework that applies to the establishment and management of 

development in wildlife refuges and relevant environmental regulations 

Understanding the regulatory framework was key to identifying what actions can be taken to 

protect the refuge in the future.  

5.1.1 Regulatory Framework of Protected Areas 

SINAP’s categories of protected areas 

There are five different categories of protected areas under the National System of Protected Areas 

(SINAP). These are Scientific Reserves, National Parks, Natural Monuments, Wildlife Refuges 
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and Hydrological Reserves. The level of management and maintenance of a protected area varies 

according to its category. According to CIAM, National Parks are the best maintained protected 

areas.  

Wildlife Refuges like Pablo Arturo Barrios are amongst the weaker ones. A Wildlife Refuge is a 

terrestrial or aquatic area that is managed to guarantee the conservation and maintenance of 

ecosystems and habitats of special importance, and to sustain communities and populations of 

resident or migratory flora and fauna species of local, national or international interest for being 

endemic, rare, restricted or endangered at a national or global scale (SINAP).  

Under the objectives of Wildlife Refuges, SINAP allows the development of educational, 

interpretative, recreational and touristic activities associated to the protected area and the 

management of the wildlife. However, some of the development projects currently occurring in 

the Pablo Arturo Barrios refuge are residential and as such seem inconsistent with the management 

objectives of a Wildlife Refuge. It does not appear that such development benefits conservation in 

the refuge in any way (von Saenger, 2017).  

Categories of environmental impact assessments 

There are three categories of environmental impact assessments. Category I incorporates 

assessments for development projects of insignificant negative environmental impact and risk 

(Decreto 123, 2009, art. 24) and only entail a simple investigation. Category II includes 

environmental impact assessments for development projects which will have moderate to 

significant negative environmental impacts which can be eliminated or mitigated through known 

and easily applicable measures. They require more extensive investigations as well as public 

consultation. Environmental impact assessments under Category III are for projects (like airports) 
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with very high impacts and potentially immitigable impacts. Several exhaustive studies and 

investigations are required as well as consultation with many authorities and the public.  

All environmental impact assessments of development projects in protected areas of Los Santos 

are dealt with in the central Department of Environmental Evaluation in Panama City. Considering 

the magnitude of the projects currently occurring and the fact that they are in a wildlife refuge, 

they appear to fall under the terms of either Category II or III.  

Management plans dictate permissible development in Wildlife Refuges 

Panamanian law does not clearly specify what type of construction is allowed or not within a 

Wildlife Refuge. Rather, it is the approved Management Plan of each Wildlife Refuge which 

prescribes permissible activities and development and which delineates specifically vulnerable 

wildlife areas where development cannot occur at all. After taking into consideration the Plan of 

the particular refuge, each proposed development project is treated as an individual case and must 

follow a prescribed procedure before being carried out.  

Procedure of approval besides a management plan 

For a development project to be approved in a protected area, it is necessary to submit an 

Application of Environmental Viability and receive approval from the Directory of Protected 

Areas and Wildlife of the Ministry of Environment. This includes a synthesis of the physical, 

biological and socioeconomic characteristics of the area that will be influenced by the project  

(MiAmbiente, 2009). Next, the developer of the proposed project must obtain approval of its 

environmental impact assessment approved. Pursuant to Decree 123 (Regulation of the process of 

environmental impact assessments), for environmental impact assessments of projects in protected 

areas, the approval must comply with the Management Plan of the protected area (Decree 123, 
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2009, art. 26). Finally, as for any development project, a construction permit and an occupation 

permit must be obtained from the municipality (Hernandez, 2017).  

Actual situation & future 

The Pablo Arturo Barrios Wildlife Refuge has yet to develop a management plan although it has 

been considered a protected area under SINAP since 2009. Without a Plan, controls remain loose 

and many development projects proceed which often have negative impacts. 

There is however a plan to bring in local partners and move towards the co-management of the 

refuge with the Comity of Co-Management of the Azuero Earth Project Group and the Ministry of 

Environment. The proposal for joint management has not yet been approved and is currently under 

revision. Should this proceed, the joint management process will determine what activities and 

development projects are permissible in the refuge. Copies of this co-management may be 

procured from the Azuero Earth Project. You may contact the executive director Ruth Metzel by 

e-mail ruth@proecoazuero.org or phone +50767739127.  

Management plans are intended to establish guidelines for development projects in protected areas. 

As mentioned above, environmental impact assessments for new projects within a protected area 

should be based on the management plan of this protected area. The Pablo Arturo Barrios Refuge 

is suffering the consequences of a legal lacunae, the fundamental weakness being its lack of a 

management plan and the lack of any effective environmental protection regime pending approval 

of a Plan. Even with an ideal regulatory regime and a well-considered Management Plan in place, 

of course, it would be necessary that the law and the Plan be enforced, a matter which presents its 

own challenges and complexities in Panama. 
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5.1.2 Other relevant laws to my Project in Panama  

Mangrove deforestation 

The Resuelto No. 01 de 29 de enero de 2008 of the Autoridad de los Recursos Acuaticos de Panama 

acknowledges that mangroves are very important and resolves to establish special coastal-marine 

zones to protect them. ARAP initially sets the fine for illegal deforestation of mangroves to 300 

000$ per hectare (Resuelto No. 01 de 29 de enero de 2008). It was since reduced and actually in 

Panama, the illegal deforestation of mangroves is punishable by a fine of 40 000$ per hectare 

(Resolucion No. 020 del 23 de mayo de 2012). Nonetheless, development projects in the Pablo 

Arturo Barrios Refuge frequently cut down mangroves to create construction lots and provide 

ocean views. It appears that the risk of being fined has not proven an effective deterrent. Given the 

potential profits, even if charges are laid and a fine is imposed, it is considered by many developers 

to be merely a cost of doing business or a part of their budget. One hectare of land in coastal areas 

of the Azuero Peninsula can be worth well over a million dollars. Also, developers can make profit 

selling the lumber of the trees they cut down.  

Coastal public law and public beach 

In article 258 of the Political Constitution of Panama, it is stated that beaches belong to the state 

and are for public use and thus cannot be privatized. Under Panama’s coastal laws, all land within 

22 metres of high tide belongs to the state (Ley 80 de 2009 of ARAP). Such land can only 

technically be used for personal purposes if the government grants a concession, which can be 

subject to cancellation at any time.  

The spirit of these protections can however be avoided. For example, Andromeda has bought all 

the land around a beach enclosed by natural barriers, thereby effectively curtailing public access. 
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While technically, this beach remains public, in practice it appears to be private because one must 

get permission to walk through Andromeda land to access it. The alternative is a risky route over 

exposed rocky formations.  

Technical rules on Anthropogenic Runoff 

According to El Reglamento Técnico DGNTI-COPANIT 35 – 2000 of the Ministerio de Comercio 

e Industrias of Panama, it is illegal to discharge liquid effluents from domestic, commercial and 

industrial activities to receiving bodies, which do not comply with the permissible maximum 

values. These liquid effluents include residual chlorine (1.5 mg/L), detergents (1 mg/L), sulfates 

(1000 mg/L), and sedimentary (15 mg/L), suspended (35 mg/L) or dissolved (500 mg/L) solids. 

There is also a maximum turbidity permissible (30 NTU). The reason I listed these in particular is 

because these all seem to be getting released into the ocean in the Pablo Arturo Barrios Refuge. 

Residual chlorine and detergents are likely in the grey waters getting discharged from homes in 

Costa Pedasi. Sulfates are discharging into the ocean in form of pesticides used by homes along 

the coast to make their lawns greener. Finally, sediments from construction and deforestation are 

also running off into the ocean.  
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5.2 Identify and map out actual and potential development projects in the Pablo Arturo 

Barrios Refuge 

5.1.3 TABLE 

 Name of 

project 

Where Developer, 

owner/seller 

Size of 

propert

y 

Status of 

project 

Year built 

/approval 

of permit 

Brief 

description 

of project 

Completed Costa 

Pedasi 

Playa La 

Garita 

and 

Playa El 

Lagarto 

Israeli- Gilad 

 

Buena Vida 

Construction 

Mair Benadiba 

80 ha New homes 

continue to be 

constructed 

2007-2009 Residential 

 Andromeda Playa La 

Garita 

Israeli 

Dekel 

 

 

 

 

 

80 ha 40 ha developed 

40 ha to be 

developed 

Mostly empty 

still; no water, 

infrastructures 

100 properties 

sold out of 200 

Project 

started in 

2009 (when 

Andromeda 

bought the 

land) 

Constructio

n started in 

2015 

Residential 

20 ha for 

future 

release 

20 ha sold 

to Sheraton 

 Bull Beach 

Hotel 

Playa 

Toro 

Plinio Tonoso 

(local owner) 

6747-8322 

1 ha Complete, plan 

to build more 

rooms, trees still 

being cut down 

Constructio

n permit 

given in 

2010, 

constructio

n started in 

2011 

Hotel and 

restaurant 

 Large 

House 

Beach 

of 

Mariabé 

? ? Completed 

mansion 

? ? 

Potential  Playa 

Arenal, 

airport 

Cano local 

land owner 

sold it to 

Canadian and 

now for sale 

again 

6674-8386 

90 ha For sale  

/ 

His 

property 

has shot up 

in value and 

wants to 

sell 

  Playa 

Toro 

Alberto 

Vallarino?  

 

Panamanian 

couple? 

? A bridge was 

built last year 

going to a large 

property, no eia 

/ Large 

project: 150 

room hotel 

and 

restaurant 

  Playa la 

Garita 

Lady from 

Chitre  

 Property for sale /  

  Coast 

near 

Purio 

? ? Several terrains 

for sale 

/  
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As can be noted in the table, all of the development projects in the Refuge obtained construction 

permits and began construction in or after 2009, the year it became a protected area. This is likely 

the result of the loophole of the Refuge: the lack of a management plan. Development in the refuge 

will most probably keep happening until one is implemented.  

Both luxury residential resorts Andromeda and Costa Pedasi have 80 hectares of land of which 

some has already been cleared and constructed on. The rest of the property is in process of doing 

so or has plan to be constructed upon. A lot of deforestation and land clearing is involved. Costa 

Pedasi is starting to build a beach club at the moment. Andromeda has 20 hectares reserved for the 

Sheraton to build a hotel.  

The Bull Beach Hotel has a plan to construct more rooms on their property without expanding it. 

They have recently been deforesting more trees in front to provide a better view.  

The 90 hectare property for sale that touches Playa Arenal is being advertised as a perfect 

beachfront opportunity, implying developers could use land in the Refuge for a large development 

project which would entail many environmental consequences.  

Near Bull Beach Hotel, a ford has been constructed leading to a large property. After having 

consulted the Ministry of Environment, they told me that it had been constructed without an 

approved environmental impact assessment. Locals and the municipality informed me of a plan to 

build a large 150 room hotel and restaurant on the property it leads to which would have inevitable 

consequences. 

There are also a few properties for sale along the coast but I did not pay as much attention to those 

during my investigation.  
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Throughout my work, I noticed that obtaining information was often more challenging than it 

should be. There appeared to be a lot of confidentiality in the names and contact information of 

developers. 

5.2.2 MAP  
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Yellow circles represent potential development projects and red circles represent development 

projects that are already partially or entirely completed. The size of the circles are meant to give 

an idea of the size of the properties but are not to scale.   

As can be noted in the map, the greatest development pressures extend from Playa Arenal to Playa 

El Largato. The proximity of these beaches to Pedasi, the largest inland urban center near the 

refuge and the facility of road access to the coast are likely the main factors contributing to a higher 

actual and potential development level along this section of the shoreline. There are already 

restaurants, roads, infrastructure, an airport and other development projects in and around this area, 

making the land more valuable and thus most interesting for investors.  

5.2 Evaluate the potential environmental and socioeconomic consequences of these 

development projects 

5.3.1 Environmental impacts 

Coastal development in the Pablo Arturo Barrios Wildlife Refuge seems to have many 

environmental consequences. This section is divided into two categories: environmental impacts 

from land preparation and construction and environmental impacts from operation.  

Land clearing and deforestation 

Significant land-clearing and deforestation is occurring along the coast in and near the Pablo 

Arturo Barrios Refuge to prepare properties for the construction of homes or hotels and to offer 

ocean views. Land-clearing eliminates ecosystem services provided by vegetation and increases 

coastal erosion and sediment runoff into the ocean. 
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Barrier for soil salinization and desertification 

The presence of trees and other plants along coasts prevents salt and sand from blowing up onto 

land and contaminating the soil (von Saenger, 2017). In a study conducted in the Aceh province 

in Indonesia, it was observed that soil salinization slows the movement of water into plant roots. 

Furthermore, if the salt concentration in the soil is higher than inside the root cells, “the soil will 

draw water from the root, and the plant will wilt and die” (United Nations Food and Agriculture 

Organization, 2005). Soil salinization is a common problem in arid zones and can lead to soil 

fertility loss, a pre-condition for land desertification (Amezketa, 2006). One may thus expect that 

the removal of vegetation along the coast of the Pablo Arturo Barrios Refuge situated in the dry 

arc of Panama could potentially sterilize land possibly resulting in desertification and droughts. 

Vegetation as a natural protective barrier to natural disasters 

A study conducted after the 26th of December 2004 tsunami along the south-eastern coast of India 

concluded that human death and wealth loss decreased where there was high coastal vegetation 

(Kathiresan & Rajendran, 2005). One could thus expect that removing vegetation along the coast 

of the P.A.B. refuge would make the area more vulnerable to natural disasters like tsunamis if they 

ever were to occur. 

The case of Mangroves and its ecosystem services 

Mangroves are particularly important because in addition to functioning as other coastal vegetation 

does, they improve water quality by absorbing and filtering contaminated water, provide fish and 

other wildlife habitats and safe breeding grounds, control tidal effects, and play a crucial role in 

climate change mitigation through carbon storage (Camargo, 2017). Although the deforestation of 
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mangroves is illegal in the refuge, it does occur and it can thus be expected that the ecosystem 

services of mangroves are declining. 

Coastal Erosion and sediment runoff 

In a study conducted on the eastern Brazilian coast, it was concluded that deforestation 

significantly increases soil erosion rates and sediment run off into the sea (Addad & Martins-Neto, 

2000). Deforestation in the refuge may also be expected to cause an increase in coastal erosion and 

sediment runoff. 

Construction 

Throughout my fieldwork in the Pablo Arturo Barrios Wildlife Refuge, I noticed homes being 

constructed in residential resorts and a recently-built ford at Bull Beach. From speaking to the 

municipal architect of Pedasi, I learned of his plan to build a marine wall to prevent erosion 

somewhere along Playa Arenal.  

Sedimentation effects on marine wildlife 

This construction appears to cause sediment run-off into the sea. A study conducted in Southeast 

Asia found that sediments pollute water and have significant lethal and sub-lethal effects on marine 

life (Todd, Ong, & Chou, 2010). One may expect that the same could occur in the refuge threating 

marine life.  

Attempt to control erosion with a seawall 

The municipal architect of Pedasi shared with me his plan to build a seawall to protect the coast 

from wave erosion on Playa Arenal. However, in a study conducted in rural Fiji, it was found that 

the construction of seawalls often worsens the erosion problems they intended to solve (Mimura 

& Nunn, 1998) and can ruin wildlife habitats. Natural sand production is interrupted due to the 
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presence of the seawall changing the shapes of the beach and eroding it further. If the Municipality 

of Pedasi follows through in building this seawall, there is a possibility that it will lead to further 

erosion. 

Operation 

Effects of Light Pollution on Sea turtles  

Sea turtles have long come to nest on beaches in the Pablo Arturo Barrios Refuge, particularly 

along Playa Lagarita. Over the past few years, this beach has also become home to residents of the 

Costa Pedasi Resort. Having walked along this beach at night, I observed that artificial lighting 

comes from the houses built along the beach. 

In a study conducted by biologist Blair Witherington of the Archie Carr Center for Sea Turtle 

Research of the University of Florida at two major nesting beaches: Melbourne Beach, Florida, 

USA and Tortuguero, Costa Rica, it was found that the reduction of sea turtle nesting observed on 

developed beaches is explained by the effects of artificial lighting on the nest-site-selection 

behavior of sea turtles (Witherington, 1992). 

From this study, I speculate that sea turtle nesting may decline along Playa Lagarita due to the 

presence of artificial lighting from the coastal homes.  

Some of the homes along the beach also have large uncovered pools. Usually, sea turtles follow 

the reflection of moonlight off the ocean’s surface to find their way back to the water. With 

artificial lights however, it is not uncommon for nesting turtles or hatchlings to get disoriented and 

end up in pools mistaken for the ocean. In a pool, turtles can drown, suffer from exposure to 

chlorine and be exposed to predators.  
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Marine Life and Anthropogenic Runoff 

Walking along a coastal road in the refuge, I noticed that there are pipes which discharge grey 

water directly into the street an eventually into the ocean. To my understanding, this is waste water 

from pools, baths, sinks and washing machines. I also observed that many properties near and 

along the coast in the refuge seemed to use pesticides and agrochemicals to make their grass 

greener. These mix in with water that flows downhill into the ocean.  

Grey waters and chemical run-off can be very harmful to marine life. They contain unnaturally 

high levels of nitrogen and phosphorus and a constant influx of them into the sea can upset the 

balance of aquatic ecosystems in coastal areas  (Clark, 2001). Excessively nutrient rich water often 

causes algal-blooms: the rapid growth of algae in the sea. When algae die, the decomposition 

process uses a lot of oxygen resulting in the water beneath them becoming hypoxic. This process 

is called eutrophication and causes fish and invertebrate life to die. Deforestation is known to make 

this problem more acute (Gray, Shiu-sun Wu, & Or, 2002).  

When pesticides are brought into marine systems, they can become introduced into marine food 

webs which can cause mutations and diseases to fish and other marine life and to humans who 

consume them (Bourke, 2010).  

Fresh water depletion 

Walking along the coastline of the Refuge, I noted that Bull Beach hotel and many coastal residents 

of Andromeda and Costa Pedasi use considerable quantities of fresh water for showers, watering 

grass and to fill swimming pools. One of my interviewees indicated that last year Andromeda’s 

underground waters were depleted and water had to be imported in tankers from a river in Chitre 

in order to respond to demand (von Saenger, 2017). As the Refuge is in a very arid zone, it is likely 
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that if fresh water consumption continues at current or increased rates, there will be further 

depletion of the aquifer.  

In a study on coastal regions of North America, it was found that groundwater withdrawal often 

results in saltwater intrusion into coastal aquifers (Barlow & Reichard, 2010). In some instances, 

saltwater contamination was of regional extent and rendered many groundwater supply wells 

unusable. Further, as mentioned earlier, the presence of salt in soil can kill vegetation and dry out 

land. If groundwater continues to be withdrawn in an unsustainable way in the coast of the Refuge, 

there could be saltwater intrusion and the accompanying consequences.  

Trash 

During my fieldwork, I learned that the Pedasi District does not have an adequate waste disposal 

system. There is no organized treatment of solid waste. All waste from the Pedasi District is 

brought to a landfill site 5.5 kilometres Northwest of Pedasi, in Mariabé. It is an unfenced landfill 

where anyone can enter to dispose of solid waste. Also, local resident burn trash at this site to 

uncover metals which they then sell. This causes toxic pollution (Maurice, 2017). Further 

development in an area without modern solid waste disposal and recycling facilities is likely to 

lead to more pollution.  

5.3.2 Socio-economic impacts of development projects 

As well as having many potential and real negative environmental impacts, coastal development 

projects in the Refuge have socio-economic consequences.  

Increase in land value 

The development projects and the presence of new infrastructure has made the region more 

appealing to inhabit. This has resulted in rapid increases in the price of land in the District of 
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Pedasi, especially along the coast. Ten years ago, land was sold at approximately 1$ per meter 

square and now it is approximately 500$ per meter square (von Saenger, 2017). Many land owners 

have sold their land for profit and land investment and speculation can be expected. For example, 

currently the 90 hectare property which touches Playa Arenal is being offered for sale for a 

significantly higher amount than it was bought for some years ago.  

Minimal contribution to local economy 

The presence of new hotels, restaurants and residential resorts means that there are more people to 

contribute to the local economy by frequenting restaurants, purchasing groceries at the 

supermarket and going on tours: Fisherman take people to Isla Iguana. However, the jobs created 

for local residents are low paying jobs in the tourist services sector: security guards, cleaning 

ladies, restaurant servers. 

Demanding humble locals to move their beach stands  

Some local merchants I met on Playa Toro told me that Bull Beach Hotel and Andromeda had 

forced ‘humildes’ who had little stands on the beach to leave. They also expressed fear that the 

developers of the hotel and restaurant that are to be constructed near Bull Beach Hotel would make 

them to leave their stands (Gonzalez & Gonzalez, 2017). However, under the law in Panama, as 

mentioned above, beaches are public which in theory should protect small scale local businesses 

operating on the beach.  

Dried up well at Playa Toro 

Most development projects along the Refuge coasts deforest to create ocean views. At Playa Toro, 

some local residents showed me that the well they once used to shower and as a source of potable 

water had almost completely dried up. This well is situated in front of Bull Beach Hotel and the 
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explanation provided me was that the hotel had cut down nearby trees, including mangroves, which 

caused the well to dry up as trees help store water underground. This could happen to other wells.  

Encumbered access to beach in front of Andromeda 

From observation and talking to a salesman of Andromeda, I learned that Andromeda bought all 

the land around a beach enclosed by natural barriers, thereby effectively curtailing public access. 

While technically, this beach remains public, in practice it appears to be private because one must 

get permission to walk through Andromeda land to access it. The alternative is a risky route over 

exposed rocky formations.  

In short, all of the actual and possible impacts of development projects in the refuge seem to have 

a significant influence to its conservation.  

5.4 Make recommendations on what actions can be taken to help protect the refuge 

From my interviews with stakeholders and discussions with my supervisors, I have formulated 

some recommendations I believe would be helpful for the future protection of the refuge.  

First, from speaking to some coastal resort residents, tourists and locals, I noticed that there was a 

lack of knowledge on the existence of the refuge and the importance of preserving it. Incorporating 

classes or lectures on the topic in Pedasi school curriculums, creating conservation events and 

workshops in the district of Pedasi and hosting tours in the refuge would all be ways of educating 

the different people that could have an impact. Educating developers on how to construct 

sustainably and follow environmental norms of protected areas would also be vital.  

Second, supervision of the refuge should be increased. There should be permanent staff assigned 

to act as a resource to people and to ensure that activities and construction comply with national 

and international legislation as well as with the future management plan. This would include 
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monitoring the coasts at night to ensure there is no artificial lighting that can affect nesting sea 

turtles.  

Next, I believe that it is very important to consider the cumulative impacts of development in the 

refuge. Although one project may comply with legislation or appear to have minimal impacts, the 

combination of many projects may not.  

An analysis of the grey waters which are being discharged into the streets from Costa Pedasi should 

be conducted to see if they follow the permitted limits established by the technical regulation 

COPANIT 35. This is important because according to CIAM, the limits of the substances which 

are likely to be found being discharged into the streets are very small and it is probable that the 

regulations are not being followed.  

It would be interesting to investigate if there is a plan of a project in the 90 hectare property which 

runs along Playa Arenal, particular to see what they would do with the coastal fringe. This would 

perhaps allow its hindering.  

Finally, although my study area is not suitable for mass tourism, it is for eco-tourism. There are 

many opportunities for nature tours. These could include kayaking through the mangroves and 

walking on paths (to be created) through the refuge.  

Some of these recommendations are already included in a certain form in the co-management plan 

proposal.  

6. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, the Pablo Arturo Barrios Refuge is not a suitable area for large homes, hotels, and 

residential developments. It was created to protect its rare and unique nature, wildlife and 
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ecosystems. The lack of an established management plan in the Pablo Arturo Barrios Wildlife 

Refuge is a critical legal loophole. It seems to have allowed several unsustainable developments 

and the accompanying environmental and socio-economic impacts to occur. Because there is no 

regime pending the management plan, this will likely keep going until a management plan is 

implemented and enforced. However, activities that are illegal nationally or internationally can be 

addressed through denunciations.  

From reading various case studies on the different environmental impacts of coastal development, 

I inferred that many of the perturbations I observed likely have significant, further environmental 

consequences. Besides, from learning about national and international environmental legislation, 

I surmise that many of the developments and their environmental consequences do not comply 

with environmental norms.   

Hopefully, the joint comity of the Azuero Earth Project Group will be successful in obtaining co-

management with the Ministry of Environment. 

Subsequent to analyzing the findings I presented to them, Centro de Incidencia Ambiental 

immediately drafted an action plan of things to do for the refuge. Presented below is a translation 

of their plan.  

 Denounce/Report to the Directory of Protected Areas Andromeda and Bull Beach Hotel’s 

devastation of mangroves projects because it affects wetlands, and has already created 

water scarcity, including drying up of the well of Playa Toro  

 Denounce/Report the contamination by grey waters discharged directly into street ditches 

from homes of Costa Pedasi overlooking the sea. They are required by the norm COPANIT 

35 to build a water treatment plan for wastewaters. They will have to reuse the water that 

comes out of the WWTP. 

 Denounce/Report light pollution in a turtle nesting area from Costa Pedasi. 

 Denounce/Report the construction of pools without covers in sea turtle nesting areas and 

verify if they are using chlorine or salt systems  

 Verify the existence of an environmental impact assessment for the Ford built in Playa 

Toro 
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 Request the granting of co-management of the refuge to the Comity of co-management of 

the Azuero Earth Project Group   

 Find out when the management plan of the refuge will be put into place and how many 

projects have been given environmental viability since 2009 to this date and on what basis 

they were granted if a management plan did not exist.  

I believe my work poses an important question on the existence of protected areas that are not 

effectively managed throughout Panama, and perhaps the World. If CIAM follows through with 

the denunciations in their plan and my recommendations are considered in Pedasi, I will have 

contributed in halting some of the local environmental impacts which can have national and even 

international implications.  
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8. APPENDICES 

Annex 1 

Interviewees Date of interviews Location 

Leticia Samaniego– Ministry of 

Environment Directory of 

Protected Areas 

 

Monday, January 30th 

 

Ministerio de Ambiente 

Calle Miguel Mejia Dutary 850 

Panama City, Panama 

 

Aidee Medina – Ministry of 

Environment Directory of 

Costas y Mares 

Tuesday, January 31st  Ministerio de Ambiente 

Avenida Ascanio Villalaz 

Panama City, Panama 

Authority of Tourism Tuesday, January 31st  Avenida Balboa, Financial 

Center, Floor 29 

Panama City, Panama 

Betzuké Camargo – Training 

Officer for Wetlands 

International 

Friday, February 3rd  Panamanglar Conference in San 

Felix, Chiriqui 

Margaret von Saenger – 

Panamanian and European from 

Pedasi, now tour guide in 

Panama City; member of 

Azuero Earth Project Group and 

director of Tortugas Pedasi 

Friday, February 3rd  

 

 

Monday, March 13th  

Panamanglar Conference in San 

Felix, Chiriqui 

 

Skype interview 

Gricel Barrios – member of 

Azuero Earth Project Group 

Monday, February 20th  Her home in Pedasi 

Bull Beach Hotel Employee Tuesday, February 21st   Bull Beach Hotel 

Dimas Quiros – Municipal 

Architect of Pedasi  

Monday, March 13th  City Hall of Pedasi 

Guy Maurice – Belgium, 

Engineer Specialist in GIS 

Monday, March 13th  Azuero Earth Project 

Anonymous Andromeda 

Salesman 

Tuesday, March 14th  Andromeda, Pedasi 

Costa Pedasi Employee Tuesday, March 14th   Costa Pedasi 

Isabelle Guenet – Swiss, Owner 

of Rosa de los Vientos Bed & 

Breakfast in Pedasi; member of 

Azuero Earth Project Group and 

Tortugas Pedasi 

Wednesday March 15th  Rosa de los Vientos, Pedasi 

Miguel Batista – Mayor of 

Pedasi  

Thursday, March 16th  City Hall of Pedasi 
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Yesenia Hernandez – Ministry 

of Environment 

Environmental Engineer; 

Directory of Environmental 

evaluation of Los Santos 

Wednesday, April 12th  Ministry of Environment 

Office, Las Tablas, Los Santos, 

Panama 

Benito Perez – Director of 

Ministry of Public Works 

Wednesday, April 12th  Ministry of Public Works 

Office, Las Tablas, Los Santos, 

Panama 

Bull Beach Hotel Employee Thursday, April 13th  Bull Beach Hotel 

Luis Gonzalez – Head of 

Maintenance of Municipality of 

Pedasi and Lensnia Gonzalez – 

wife of a fisherman 

Thursday, April 13th  Bull Beach 

Costa Pedasi Employees Thursday, April 13th  Costa Pedasi 

 

Annex 2 

 


